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From the Desk of Dean Amason
I talk often about things like building
our brand, about the opportunity
to create a new and better value
proposition in higher education, and
the potential for the Parker College
and its alumni to lead positively in a
world hungry for change. It’s a bold
vision that we’ve embraced and a
tough hill we’ve chosen to climb.
But, as someone once told me,
building things that last isn’t easy,
but things easily built rarely last.
So, to paraphrase President John F.
Kennedy, we choose to do the hard
things because we want the things
we do to have maximum impact and
to last for many generations.
I suppose that was the message, both
explicit and implied, at our recent
inaugural Parker College Gala. It
was a spectacular night, hosted by
our Young Alumni Board, with a
sellout crowd of nearly 300 of our
closest friends and supporters in
attendance. It was part celebration,
part brand-building, and part fundraising. And we did raise more than
$45,000 for the Parker College and
our scholarship fund. But the purpose
was broader than just fundraising;
we created a rallying point for the
stakeholders of the Parker College.
It was an opportunity for our alumni,
our sponsors and corporate partners,
some of our best faculty and
students, along with our Parker

College leadership team and the
University’s President and Provost,
to gather together and celebrate
our identity in a way that builds
confidence, motivates action, and
engages our network. It gave us
reasons to recognize and honor
Tommy Jones as our Distinguished
Service Award winner and Greg
Parker and The Parker Companies
as our Outstanding Corporate
Partner Award winner.
It gave us an opportunity to hear Lt.
General Leslie Smith, USA (retired),
holder of the W.E. Carter Chair of
Leadership in the Parker College,
talk about his history at Georgia
Southern, his outstanding career
in the U.S. Army, and his approach
to leadership as a general officer
and now a faculty member. And it
gave our alumni an opportunity to
see one another and to celebrate
the history, culture, and shared
experiences that bind us all
together. Amidst all of that energy
and enthusiasm, though, echoing
in the conversations around the
room and shining in the eyes of the
attendees, was a vision of greatness
and a conviction that the Parker
College will one day realize the
things we believe are possible.
Over the years, I’m sure we’ve all
heard motivational speakers say
something like, if can believe it, you

can achieve it. Well, this event was
an opportunity for all those who
believe in the work we are doing
to come together and see that
momentum personified. And, in so
doing, we moved a step closer to
realizing the goals we have set for
ourselves.
And so, I want to again thank
our Young Alumni and Dean’s
Advisory Boards; your work made
the evening possible. I want to
thank our sponsors and especially
our presenting sponsor, Synovus.
While I offer you my gratitude, I
also promise you a good return
on your investment. We will drive
economic growth in this state and
region by providing the sort of
valuable and actionable intellectual
and human capital that will help
your firms compete and deliver in
this fast-paced and ever-changing
environment. And finally, to all of
our alumni, friends, and supporters
who are reading this, I promise
you that we will not shrink from
the challenge of our vision. We
will work, every day, to promote
excellence and to elevate the value
of the Parker College degree.
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COLLEGE NEWS

In addition to
conferring 44
MAcc and MBA
degrees, Parker
College conferred
327 undergraduate
BA, BS, and BBA
degrees. Among
the undergraduates
were two members
of the Honors
College and a total
of 59 honor (cum
laude (22), summa
cum laude (10),
and magna cum
laude (17)) business
graduates.

In Memoriam
Emily Pearl Dixon (MKTG, 2021) was killed in a traffic accident prior
to graduating. Her brother, Elias Dixon, accepted his sister’s diploma
during the December commencement exercises.
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PARKER FACULTY RECOGNIZED
DURING FALL COMMENCEMENT
by Carol Lott Waller

On December 13, the Parker College
of Business shared commencement
exercises with the College of
Education, Waters College of Health
Professions, Jiann-Ping Hsu College
of Public Health, and Jack N. Averitt
College of Graduate Studies. As part
of the commencement ceremonies,
12 recently retired Georgia Southern
faculty members were recognized for
achieving emeritus/emerita status.
Three of these were from the Parker
College of Business.
Robert (Bob) C. Hoell, Ph.D., retired
from the Department of Management
on June 1, 2021. Bob came to Georgia
Southern in 2000 as an assistant
professor of management. He was
promoted to associate professor
in 2000 and served as chair of
the Department of Management
from 2014–2019. During his tenure
at Georgia Southern, Bob was
recognized for his teaching, research,
and service having received the
Bank America Faculty Award twice,
the W.A. & Emma Lou Crider
Award for Excellence in Teaching,
and the Martin NeSmith Faculty
Distinguished Service Award.
Always active in practitioner-based
organizations, Bob served as faculty
advisor for the Georgia Southern
student chapter of the Society for
Human Resource Management
(SHRM), took on leadership roles for
the Labor and Employment Relations
Association, the International
Associate for Human Resource
Information Management, and the
Savannah chapter of SHRM. For
these and many other contributions
to Georgia Southern, Parker College,

the Department of Management, and
the profession, Bob has earned the
title of associate professor emeritus
of management.
Robert (Bob) E. Jackson, Ph.D.,
CPA, retired from the School of
Accountancy on December 21, 2020.
Bob came to Georgia Southern in
2004 after a 25-year career in public
accounting. His extensive background
in public accounting allowed Bob to
teach advanced accounting topics
that ensured Parker School of
Accountancy students were workready and in high demand. His handson approach required his students
to use course material that simulated
the work of a practicing accountant
and prepared them for what they
would encounter in their first year
as accountants. In spite of earning a
reputation as a demanding professor,
accounting students twice voted
Bob as the School of Accountancy’s
“Professor of the Year.” A
representative of students and fellow
faculty members, Bob served on the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee,
Academic Standards Committee,
and Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee. His service to Georgia
Southern, Parker College, the School
of Accountancy, and our students saw
Bob earn the School of Accountancy
Excellence in Service Award and the
title of assistant professor emeritus
of accounting.
Camille F. Rogers, Ph.D., whose
retirement from the Department
of Enterprise Systems & Analytics
became effective on December 21,
2021, came to Georgia Southern

in 1994 after a career in the U.S.
Air Force as an avionics computer
technician for which she received
several awards including the Air
Force Longevity Award and National
Defense Service Award. During her
27 years at Georgia Southern, Camille
dedicated herself to furthering
Georgia Southern, Parker College,
her department, and the lives of her
students. Having served not only as a
faculty member but also chair of the
Department of Information Systems,
Camille made extensive contributions
in teaching and research. In addition
to numerous research publications,
proceedings, and presentations,
Camille earned multiple academic
and professional certifications,
fellowships, and awards including the
College of Information Technology
Award for Excellence in Teaching and
the Parker College’s Martin NeSmith
Faculty Distinguished Service Award,
SAP Certified Business Associate
with SAP ERP 6.0 Certification, and
SAP Certified Business Associate
with S/4 HANA Certification.
Camille founded and directed the
Online Graduate ERP Certificate
Program and was the founding
faculty member and coordinator
for the BSIS undergraduate ERP
concentration. In the community,
she served as webmaster of several
nonprofit organizations, served as
an adult leader with the Girl Scouts,
and volunteered with the Red
Cross. Although the designation
is posthumous since she passed
away in September 2021, Camille’s
contributions have earned her the
title of associate professor emerita of
enterprise systems and analytics.
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BUSINESS ABROAD IS BACK
by Danielle L. Smith
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After a brief pause, the Parker
College was proud to be the first
campus unit to send students abroad
since COVID-19 restrictions put
travel on hiatus beginning in March
2020. Portugal’s relative openness to
visitors and destination as a tourist
and business investment hotspot
made it the natural choice for taking
a student group overseas. Business
visits were combined with historical
tours, pastry tastings, and fado music
shows to keep the students busy as
they explored Portugal.
Following a series of preparatory
meetings and coursework, 17 students
ended their Fall 2021 semester on
a high note by departing for Lisbon
as part of an 8-day residency tour
with Jason Beck, Ph.D., associate
professor economics, in December.
Even though the group photos
looked a little different this time
around (Masks on!), the program ran
without a hitch. By visiting a variety
of corporate, small, and nonprofit
organizations, the students were
able to engage with comparative
frameworks for conducting business
in the U.S. and Europe. Another
important lesson was a better
understanding of how U.S.-based
organizations may need to adjust
their business models to succeed in
foreign markets.
During the professional visits,
students toured facilities and
engaged with speakers to gain an
applied understanding of the SWOT
and CAGE analysis concepts they
had been exposed to prior to arrival
in the country. From banks to organic
farms, a constantly recurring theme
of the trip was the integration and
use of technology for transforming
the scale of all industries to meet
the needs of modern society. Caixa
Bank’s newly-designed digital
innovation lab, and even Re-Food’s
crowdsourcing efforts to recruit
volunteers for food distribution
projects, left the impression that no

Visiting the new digital lab at Caixa Geral de Depósitos,
the second-largest bank in Portugal and largest in
public banking sector to discuss its new digital strategies

Visiting ReFood, a non-profit
organization that works to
distribute leftover food from
restaurants and grocery stores to
individuals in need
organization could afford to
shun technology in support of
its mission. Even presenters who
pursue manufacture of traditional
agricultural products, such as wine
or olive oil, demonstrated the
integration of technologies into their
production processes for better
quality assurance.
The trip left an effective impression
on Nina Valente (MKTG, 2023).
“Visiting another country completely
changed my perspective on my
‘normal’ way of life here in America.
Portugal opened my eyes to just how
precious the little things are, such
as someone on the bus just helping
us find our stop or supporting small
businesses. Everyone [on the trip]
came together to lift each other up;
the abroad class and Lisboa have a
part of my heart forever. If you ever
get the chance to go on a study

Visiting FinTech House, an
incubator for the city of Lisbon
meant to foster innovation and
to make ideas grow

abroad adventure, I beg you to take
it! This was an opportunity I will
remember always.”
Her sentiment is shared by many
students who have attended the
Business Abroad programs offered
through the Parker College. The
entire experience is designed to
build confidence in students and
challenge them with the prospect
of succeeding in a wide variety of
environments. Those who study
abroad return from these trips with
a greater acceptance for ambiguity,
increased tolerance for adaptability,
and an enhanced sense of self, all
indispensable traits for success in
the workplace. The Parker College is
already looking ahead to developing
its next exciting Business Abroad
programs and further expanding the
number of international study options
available to its students.

5
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THE INAUGURAL
PARKER COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS

Gala
by Carol Lott Waller

The DeSoto in Savannah was packed
with Parker College of Business
alumni, faculty and staff, and friends
on March 5, 2022, for an evening of
friendship, fun, and fundraising. In
all, more than 300 members of the
Parker College family traveled to
downtown Savannah to attend the
Inaugural Parker College of Business
Gala presented by Synovus and
hosted by the Parker College Young
Alumni Board. Upon arrival,

attendees were treated to a blue
carpet photo opportunity reminiscent
of a film premiere. The event included
a cocktail reception, sponsored by
LMI, a silent auction, sponsored by
The Home Depot, and a dinner and
awards ceremony. Although tickets
to the black-tie optional event were
sold out four weeks before the Gala,
everyone present complimented the
venue, food, and ambience. In total,
ticket sales, silent auction

proceeds, and sponsorship donations
raised more than $45,000 for Parker
College’s student scholarships.
Thanks to everyone who made the
event possible and to Clay Turner
(MKTG, 2009) for delivering the
evening’s welcoming remarks.
Planning for the Second Annual
Parker College of Business Gala
has already begun. Stay tuned for
participation opportunities.
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THE PARKER COLLEGE
DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARD
is the highest award conferred
by the College. It honors alumni
who exemplify the aspirations,
accomplishments, and reach of the
College. Award winners demonstrate
the value of a Parker education by
putting into action the College’s
learning goals of problem solving,
interpreting global diversity,
ethical business practices, effective
communication, and using data to
support informed business decisions.
Honorees must have provided
outstanding support to Parker
College throughout their lifetimes
and have provided leadership in
their chosen professions and local
communities. A Distinguished Service
Award recipient must be a graduate
of the Parker College of Business,
hold a position of distinction in
business, government, or academia,
have demonstrated outstanding
success in his, her, or their field, be a
recognized civic leader, demonstrate
the College’s learning goals, and
demonstrate an interest in and
support of the Parker College.
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WINNER:
TOMMY JONES (ACCT, 1973)
is a Certified Public Accountant,
a Certified Valuation Analyst,
Personal Financial Specialist,
Certified Financial Planner,
and is accredited in business
valuation by the American
Institute of CPAs. He has more
than 30 years of experience
specializing in individual and
corporate income tax; estate,
gift, and trust taxation; and
estate planning. He serves on
the Parker College of Business
Dean’s Advisory Board, is a
former trustee of the Georgia
Southern University Foundation,
and has served on the Georgia
Southern University School of
Accountancy Advisory Council.
A member of the Augusta
Estate Planning Council, Jones
speaks at seminars for the
Georgia Society of CPAs on
estate and income tax planning
and valuation of the closely
held business. He is president
of Jones, Jones, Davis &
Associates, CPA, PC, in
Augusta.

THE PARKER COLLEGE
OUTSTANDING CORPORATE
PARTNER AWARD
goes to Parker College corporate
partners that invest in the college by
giving of time, talent, and financial
philanthropic support. Hiring
students as interns, recruiting recent
graduates as employees, mentoring
students in the classroom, and
providing resources through financial
support are just a few examples
of the ways these organizations
invest in business education. The
Outstanding Corporate Partner
Award recognizes organizations
that have demonstrated an
extraordinary commitment to the
success of the Parker College’s
students, faculty, and programs. In
addition, an Outstanding Corporate
Partner Award recipient engages
in recruiting students on campus
partneringwith the College on
community or business projects, and
sponsoring industry research.

WINNER:
THE PARKER COMPANIES
Accepting on behalf of his
organization, Greg Parker, founder
and CEO of Parker’s and Parker’s
Kitchen, currently celebrating its
45th anniversary, stands apart as
one of America’s leading business
innovators. He has earned acclaim
for his uncompromising commitment
to high-quality foodservice, his
dedication to operating the cleanest
convenience stores in the industry,
and his passion for cutting-edge
technology, consumer rights, and
charitable giving.
Recently inducted into the
Convenience Store News Hall of
Fame, Parker has been named a
Georgia Trend Legacy Leader. A
steadfast advocate for consumer
rights, he launched the Parker’s
Rewards loyalty program and
founded the company’s Fueling
the Community charitable giving
initiative to give back to the
communities where Parker’s does
business and endowed the Parker’s
Emergency and Trauma Center at
Memorial Hospital in Savannah. In
2020, he established the Parker’s
Community Fund to support
charitable causes throughout the
region. In 2018, Parker donated $5
million to name the Parker College
of Business, supporting the next
generation of Georgia business
leaders. He actively donates his
time and resources to nonprofit
organizations in Savannah and leads
a city-wide anti-litter initiative.
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ABOUT THE
PARKER COLLEGE
YOUNG ALUMNI BOARD
The Young Alumni Board (YAB)
looks to develop future leaders
and foster and sustain a culture
of robust involvement and
philanthropy with the Parker
College of Business. The YAB
is a diverse group of young
professionals under the age
of 40 who serve and support
current students and recent
graduates with programs and
communications uniquely tailored
to their needs and who promote
and support the University’s
programs and activities in order
to cultivate a strong bond among
recent graduates.
YAB members speak to classes
and student organizations,
including hosting sessions during
Professional Development Day.
Members work with the Georgia
Southern Alumni Association
to co-host the Southern Value
series at which recent graduates
and students learn new skills
and build their professional
networks. They support the
University’s fundraising initiatives,
including the recently completed
Ensure Our Eagles Finish
Strong campaign, which raised
nearly $200,000 for student
scholarships for seniors who
faced financial hardships due
to the coronavirus pandemic. In
response to student feedback,
the Parker YAB recently
launched a pilot mentoring
program to enhance students’
marketability and increase their
professionalism so that they
may be better prepared for
their careers and stand out as
top candidates for potential
employers.
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(l-r): Young Alumni Board members
Jesse Nkemka, Dane Browner,
and Curtis J. Williams

OTHER AWARDS

THANK YOU TO
OUR SPONSORS
Presenting Sponsor

Table Sponsors
Sue Burchett
Extreme Fun on Wheels
Jacobs Coolidge & Co.

Reception Sponsor

Knox Pest Control
Tim Lavoie
Billy McLeod
Miliken Inc.
Millennium Corporation

Silent Auction Sponsor

Money 1st Financial
Norfolk Southern
The Parker Companies
SEDA
SelecSource
Statesboro Real Estate
Sterling Seacrest Partners

Director Sponsors
Jones, Jones, Davis & Associates
Mauldin & Jenkins
Nichols Cauley
Queensboro Bank

TJS Deemer Dana
Willis Towers Watson

In addition to the Parker
College Distinguished Service
and Outstanding Corporate
Partner awards, Associate Deans
Rand Ressler and Britton McKay
presented Parker College’s
annual faculty and staff awards
to Mark Hanna, Ph.D. (William A.
Freeman Professor of the Year
Award), Jin-Woo Kim, Ph.D. (W.A.
and Emma Lou Crider Award
for Excellence in Teaching),
Andrea Scheetz, Ph.D. (Martin
NeSmith Faculty Award for
Excellence in Service), Kwabena
Boakye, Ph.D. (Gary M. Davis
Excellence in Research Award),
and Danielle Smith (Tomlinson
& Bond Families Staff Award of
Excellence). Congratulations to
these faculty and staff members,
Tommy Jones, and the Parker
Companies.
Bryant Hosch (ACCT ’06; MAcc
’07), Gala Committee chair,
commented “It was truly special
to be a part of the inaugural
gala. It was the culmination of
years of hard work by many,
especially the administrative
staff of the Parker College
and the members of the
Parker College Young Alumni
Board. The event included
alumni of the Parker College
and members of the business
community in a celebration of
the impact the College has in
our state and region. We have
created an annual tradition that
will continue to build on the
strength of the Parker College
brand.”

Special Thanks
John Davis Florist
Lewis Color, Inc.
RNDC
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BUSINESS SCHOLARS MEET

San Francisco
by Danielle L. Smith

How do you top a year full of team building, mentorship, corporate visits,
and a challenging seminar class? With a weeklong trip across the country!
In March, this year’s cohort of 17
Parker Business Scholars traveled
to San Francisco for a weeklong
immersion into the business
environment responsible for
propelling technology innovation and
capital investment. During the week,
students were able to meet and
interact with leaders from companies
including Globant, Google, Strava,
Salesforce, and PlugAndPlay to learn
about leadership and organizational
management in Silicon Valley.
For students, these meetings
brought to light many of the themes
they explored in their strategic
management capstone course with
Dean Amason and reinforced how
important commitment and work
ethic are for success in the workforce.
For Cain Johnson (FINC, 2022) this
leadership advice emphasized that,
“Being just a good worker is not
enough, but showing initiative and
making yourself known throughout

12

the company makes a major
difference.” Lessons from industry
insiders ranging from perspectives
about career trajectories to
mastering corporate culture
provided the scholars with important
lessons about what to look for and
expect as they embark on their own
professional journeys. Taylor Gray
(CISM, 2022) recently accepted a
position as a salesforce consultant
with Capgemini and “loved hearing
about Salesforce…it was such a
great learning experience for me.”
And Abdou Njie (FINC, 2022) was
particularly inspired by his first
professional business trip. “It opened
my eyes to just some of the ways in
which people are making their mark
in the business world. It also served
as an inspiration to me to continue
to learn as much as possible.”
His comments are an important
reflection on the purpose of this
weeklong excursion: to provide these
outstanding students facetime with

and connections to individuals
who can serve as important role
models and reenforce the idea that
professional success comes with
continued learning and development
over the long term.
The entire group came away in awe
of the commitment to implementing
ideas that can change the world
found in Silicon Valley. “It was
inspirational to see that you can
really do anything you set your mind
to as long as you have a vision and
work hard to achieve it,” said Shayna
Bowyer (LSCM & MKTG, 2022) of
the corporate visits the group made.
And the difference between business
approaches on opposite ends of
the country was evident during
these visits. Beyond the ubiquitous
co-working spaces and hoodies,
Shayna further explained, “The major
business trend I saw in San Francisco
was using technology to innovate the
business processes. They are very
technology forward, and it provides

Shayna Bowyer (LSCM &
MKTG ’22) posing with two San
Francisco icons: the Golden
Gate Bridge and the the fog!

Cain Johnson (FINC ’22)
exploring architecture at the
Palace of Fine Arts complex
them with an entirely different
business environment than we see
here on the East Coast.”
Though the week was packed with
business meetings, the Parker
Scholars still found plenty of time to
explore the “City by the Bay” and
continue to connect with each other.
Excursions to Chinatown, sundaes
in Ghiradelli Square, and viewing
iconic landmarks filled the evenings
and left many eager to return to San
Francisco or to make a name for
themselves in a major city.
Of their time together, Cain says, “My
favorite memory of the trip is building
such a strong connection with the
other individuals in my cohort. We all
went to Chinatown one night and

truly bonded and learned so much
more about each other. I fully built
some new friends that I can hopefully
say are for life.” The scholars
continued to bond by learning from
each other, as well. “A great memory
was interacting with my peers to hear
what they thought about the different
companies we visited,” says Abdou,
“as well as where they thought the
business world was trending and
what we would need to do in order
to be successful in the future.” Since
the goal of each year’s cohort is to
build a network of graduates who
will continue to lean on and support
eachother in their careers, even as
they pursue different professional
paths, this connection between
students is especially important.

All 17 scholars echoed this sentiment
in some fashion, citing the ability
to become closer as a group as the
major trip highlight.
For many students, after several
years of COVID-19 disruption to their
college experience, this program was
a reward and a way to keep looking
forward to a bright future. As Jack
Snyder (ACCT, 2022) explained,
“Being able to represent the Parker
College of Business and Georgia
Southern as a whole was a very
gratifying feeling for me. Being a part
of such a prestigious program has
been an incredible accomplishment
for me, and this trip was sort of the
cherry on top of all of it.”
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FACULTY/STAFF
AWARD RECIPIENTS 2022

Mark Hanna
William A. Freeman Professor of the Year Award
Jin-Woo Kim
W.A. and Emma Lou Crider Award for Excellence in Teaching
Andrea Scheetz
Martin Nesmith Faculty Award for Excellence in Service
Kwabena Boakye
Gary M. Davis Excellence in Research Award
Stephanie Sipe
Porter Keadle Moore, LLP Faculty Fellowship Award
Tim Cairney
Porter Keadle Moore, LLP Faculty Fellowship Award
Ann Henderson
Olivia Suggs Flanagan Faculty Fellowship Award
Melvin Lamboy Ruiz
Olivia Suggs Flanagan Faculty Fellowship Award
Justin Evans
Dabbs, Hickman, Hill and Cannon Scholar Award
Gloria Stuart
Dabbs, Hickman, Hill and Cannon Scholar Award
Dwight Sneathen
Michael W. Skinner School of Accountancy Excellence Award
Mariana Saenz
Donald D. Howard Excellence in Business Award
Rongrong Zhang
M. Albert Burke Banking Endowment Award
Katie Pham
J. Daniel Speight, Jr. Banking Excellence Award
Curtis Sproul
Bank of America Faculty Development Endowment Award
Deepak Iyengar
Parker College of Business Faculty Enrichment Award
Yuan Li
Jane White Marketing Scholar Award
Manouchehr Tabatabaei
Jean C. and David G Spoolstra Faculty Award
Paula Mooney
Ron and Barbara Shiffler Instructor Award
Katia Galdino
MBA Program Award
Danielle Smith
The Tomlinson and Bond Families Award of Excellence
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Fall 2021/Spring 2022

internships
Accounting

McKenzie Banks, Mauldin & Jenkins, LLC, Macon
Beau Barrow, Carr, Riggs, & Ingram, Atlanta
Jonathan Bell, John L. Fulcher, CPA, Waynesboro
Ashley Boatwright, Mauldin & Jenkins, LLC, Bradenton, FL
Joshua Cobb, Mauldin & Jenkins, LLC, Savannah
Willard Collier, John L. Fulcher, CPA, Waynesboro
Katharine Darr, Myers & Stauffer, Atlanta
Madison Garcia, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Savannah
Gabrielle Graham, Webster Rogers, Bluffton, SC
Brittany Hatcher, Durden-Hudson Funeral Directors, Swainsboro
Allison Jarriel, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Savannah
Navia Johnson, Nichols Cauley & Associates, LLP, Dublin
Jade Leonard, Nichols Cauley & Associates, LLP, Peachtree Corners
Daniel Pelham, Smith + Howard, Atlanta
Molly Silva, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Savannah
Jennifer Smith, Aprio, Atlanta
Brandon Snowball, Koch Industries, Inc., Wichita, KS
Jack Snyder, Frazier & Deeter, LLC, Atlanta

CISM

Brandon Kennedy, Georgia Southern Men’s Basketball, Statesboro
Ryan Kugleman, Global Payments, Atlanta

Finance

Marcus Harris, Strategic Partners of Georgia, Inc., Brunswick
Jordan Robinson, Century 21 The Hunter Group, Statesboro
Nathan Sumner, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Atlanta
Jordi Tawil, Northwestern Mutual, Savannah

Logistics

Matthew Coker, Cardinal Group Management, Statesboro
Helen Glass, Colonial Oil Group, Savannah
Jessica Glass, Fulfillment.com, Savannah
Luke Mead, Allen Lund Company, La Cañada Flintridge, CA

Management

Abigail Coleman, Statesboro Bulloch County Parks & Recreation, 		
Statesboro
Tyrone Dent, AgSouth, Statesboro

Brandi Fisher, Enterprise Holdings, Savannah
Sterling Irvin, World Trade Center Savannah, Savannah
Alischia McGee, Round’s on Winthrope, Millen
Madison Moore, KMI, Inc., Perry
Zackary Morris, Rome Center for Pediatric Dentistry, Rome
Chance Newton, McGlamry Development LLC, Byron
Ashley Penley, Chic & Southern Outfitters, LLC, Locust Grove
Benjamin Salter, Deloach Odell & Associates, Claxton
Peter Tripodis, Perry Lane Hotel, Savannah
Jessica Ye, Enterprise Holdings, Savannah
Ryan Zornig, RehabMart, Watkinsville

Marketing

Christopher Barwick, Northwestern Mutual, Savannah
Michael Burke, Top Tier Gutters & Windows, Charleston
Catherine Cousins, Mark Spain Real Estate, Alpharetta
Anaujah Curry, Downtown Statesboro Development Authority, Statesboro
Gabrielle Green, Georgia Southern Athletics, Statesboro
Franchesca O’Neal, Enterprise Holdings, Savannah
Caroline Peckeroff, Parker College Events Office, Statesboro

Macc

Paulina Cobos Martinez, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Dublin
Macy Coleman, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Savannah
Rachel Cox, WebsterRodgers, LLP, Florence, SC
Juana Mason, Caines, Hodges & Company, Savannah
Jonathan O’Connell, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Savannah
Dhruva Patel, Orsini & Associates, Savannah
Carlisha Perry, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Dublin
Valencia Raiford, TJS Deemer Dana, LLP, Savannah
Catherine Ross, Councilor, Buchanan, & Mitchell – CPAs & Business
Advisors, Bethesda, MD
Katie Stalvey, Draffin Tucker, LLP, Albany
Sydney Starling, Dixon Hughes Goodman, LLP, Charlotte, NC
Syed Zaidi, KMPG, LLP, Miami, FL

MBA

Pamela Fernandez, Make-A-Wish Georgia, Marietta
Leslie Sandoval, Concours d’Elegance, Hilton Head, SC
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department NEWS

SHE Members Participate in Getaway Experience

The Southern Hospitality Executives
(SHE) Club provides students
involved with or interested in the
hospitality industry opportunities to
meet and network with leaders of
the hospitality industry. SHE meets
bi-weekly and hosts guest speakers
from all areas of the hospitality
industry. The club also conducts
on-site experiential meetings with
operational managers. SHE’s Fall 2021
Getaway Experience began with an
early morning gathering on Friday,
November 12, 2021, in the parking lot
at the Georgia Southern Recreation
Activity Center (RAC). Once ready,
faculty mentors, Stanley Suboleski,
Ph.D., and Charles Marvil, MS, both
from the Parker College Department
of Management, reminded everyone
of the road rules, and the trip was
under way. First stop, Sysco Atlanta!
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Sysco Atlanta is a $1 billion business
that distributes food to the hospitality
industry throughout Georgia, North
and South Carolina, Alabama, and
Tennessee. Sysco Atlanta is a 625,000
square-foot food storage warehouse
building with four demonstration
kitchens. After an extensive behindthe-scenes tour, Executive Chef
Marcus Means prepared a delicious
lunch for the students. During lunch,
Corporate Director of Business
Development Robert Alison gave a
presentation highlighting the Sysco
Corporation and its reach around
the country and Europe. Seeing the
almost $35 million worth of food in
one spot that is distributed to more
than 6,000 customers on a weekly
basis was somewhat overwhelming,
but it brought home the enormity
of the food distribution process
to the students. “I could see in the
eyes of the students the impact that
walking through … [the Sysco Atlanta]
warehouse of food had. It brings to
life everything that is discussed in the
hospitality purchasing class as well as
several other hospitality classes.

by Charles Marvil

Sysco Atlanta
It goes from being ‘theoretical’ to
‘realistic,’” said Marvil.
The group traveled to Buckhead
Beef, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Sysco considered one of the premier
beef cut shops in the United States
after touring Sysco Atlanta. The host,
Scott Gasparini, vice president of
sales, explained that approximately
$10 million of beef and fish are
processed every week. To get a
better understanding of this, the
group got dressed in protective gear
and walked through the processing
floor. The highlight was the dry-aged
beef room where Buckhead Beef
ages thousands of pounds of beef
for up to 45 days. Dry-aged beef is a
delicacy that can cost the operator
up to $100 per pound! Club member
Avery Phillips especially appreciated
this part of the trip. She stated, “I was
most surprised at how much I enjoyed
touring Buckhead Beef of Atlanta.
I was fascinated by the technology
and the machinery used in the plant,
and our guide, Mr. Chapman, was
enthusiastic and knowledgeable
about every aspect of the company.”

After wrapping up at Buckhead
Beef, the club loaded up and drove
to Roswell and connected with
members of the executive committee
of Hotel Equities, one of the best
hotel management companies in the
United States. The Hotel Equities
(HE) team hosted a panel discussion
that covered the Hotel Equities
business model as well as providing
insight into the firm’s internship and
management in training programs.
In addition to Joe Reardon, chief
development officer, and Nancy
Curtin Morris, VP of talent/director
of Operator’s Coaching Program,
club members engaged with several
recently hired students who were
thriving within the HE family. The
question-and-answer period was
extremely beneficial for the students
as they were able to question both
the executive team and the recently
hired employees.
After the discussion, the HE
management team arranged a night
out for the club at Roaring Social (a
speakeasy) and Fairway Social (a golfthemed entertainment complex),

Buckhead Beef
two of HE’s newest projects. At each
venue, SHE club members took
a behind-the-scenes tour and, at
Fairway Social, they enjoyed snacks
and an open bar for those of legal
age. After approximately two hours of
fun and relaxation, the group enjoyed
dinner at a nearby Japanese-themed
restaurant.
Happily collapsing into the luxurious
bedding in gorgeous rooms at the
Hamilton Hotel, a lovely new property
within the Hotel Equities portfolio in
downtown Alpharetta, the wiped-out
travelers ended the first day of the
trip.
The next morning, the group met in
the lobby of the Hamilton Hotel and
split into two groups to go out to
nearby coffee shops for breakfast.
Then, they took a walk around the
downtown square, which was being
set up for a Saturday morning
farmers market. The group was able
to visit with many of the vendors
before reassembling to travel to
Madison for a visit with the team from
Mad Hospitality, LLC.
Mad Hospitality, LLC is a new
hospitality company that is making
a huge impact on the restaurant
scene in Madison, which is located
approximately one hour east of
Atlanta. It is one of the beautiful small
towns that retains its historic nature
because General Sherman did not

burn it during his march to the sea.
Many of the buildings date from the
mid-1800’s, and Mad Hospitality has
developed several projects inside
those buildings. The SHE group was
introduced to Culinary Director Ryan
Caldwell and Hospitality Operations
Manager Nick Bielli. Ryan and Nick
have worked hard to develop The
Sinclair, a coffee shop that morphs
into a craft bar in the evening; MAD
Taco, a street taco concept featuring
local produce and meat; and the
soon-to-open Hart and Crown Tavern,
a traditional British-style pub. Mad
Hospitality, LLC also has a fine dining
operation due to open in April 2022,
a bakery scheduled for July 2022, and
a motel that will open in mid-2022.
The students were able to see how
a hospitality company is formed and
how it can grow into a much larger
entity. Sustainability and support
of local producers is critical to Mad
Hospitality, and the students were
able to see and taste that in the lunch
MAD Taco hosted for them.
During the trip back to Georgia
Southern, the group discussed the
many different and unusual things
they had seen in the behind-thescenes tours at each destination.
They noted that experiences like
this help bring reality to what is
discussed in the classroom. In the
future, the Southern Hospitality
Executives will continue to engage in
trips of this nature.

Hotel Equities

Roaring Social

Fairway Social

The Sinclair
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Center for Sales Excellence Hosts the
Sixth Annual Sales Showcase Boot Camp
by Travis Brickey, Ph.D.

Networking, career coaching, and plenty of interview prep were on the
agenda for the 2022 Center for Sales Excellence Showcase Boot Camp.
More than 170 students from the
Parker College of Business were
in attendance to make the most of
the opportunity to meet with sales
professionals and recruiters from 11
partner firms, including Tom James,
Mutual of Omaha, Tanium, and C.H.
Robinson. The Showcase Boot Camp
is designed to prepare students
for a successful college-to-career
transition, taking them from the
classroom to the boardroom.
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“Sales is a dynamic and growing
profession that offers great

opportunities to those with the right
skills and motivation,” explained
Allen Amason, dean, Parker College
of Business. “Through our Center
for Sales Excellence, we have
developed a strong pipeline and
helped hundreds of students launch
productive careers in professional
selling. We believe that drawing
together bright and motivated
students, providing them the right
instruction, and then exposing them
to leading sales professionals and
exciting opportunities will create an
engine that drives success.”

The Boot Camp is designed to
provide small group interaction
between students and industry
leaders, who serve as corporate
coaches during the event. Every 15
minutes, the coaches rotate to a
new table of students to discuss the
next interview topic. The coaches,
themselves, provide the interview
topics to expose students to some
of the most frequent questions they
might encounter in a job interview for
their first sales positions. The coaches
provide guidance on how to best
approach the question, and, then

amongst the table, the students
each discuss from their unique
perspectives. Once the time is up,
the coach rotates to the next table,
meeting a whole new group of
students and discussing a whole new
interview question.

at the Boot Camp provide our
students with a unique viewpoint and
perspective on the profession. Active
sales practitioners are able to provide
advice and guidance on what it takes,
not only to get a job in sales, but to
thrive as a professional salesperson.”

Throughout the Boot Camp,
networking time is built into the
schedule so that the corporate
coaches and students can get to
know each other on a personal
level, discussing their firms’ cultures,
corporate initiatives, and upcoming
hiring opportunities. “Students
enjoy this holistic approach to sales
education,” said Linda Mullen, Ph.D.,
co-director of the Center for Sales
Excellence. “The relationships formed

The Boot Camp would not be
possible without the support of
the Center for Sales Excellence’s
corporate partners. Rounding out
the 10 corporate partners included
Darktrace, Federated Insurance,
Herc Rentals, JEAR Logistics,
TechQuidation, OTR Capital, and our
newest partner, Gartner.
“I enjoyed being able to meet with
and learn from professionals

representing so many different
companies and spanning so
many different industries,”
explained Lisandra Vidal Velez, a
junior marketing major from the
Parker College of Business. “The
opportunities provided to us outside
the classroom to learn and grow as
students is what I think makes this
program at Georgia Southern stand
above the rest. I’m excited to take
what I learned here today, at the Boot
Camp, and apply these skills for when
I have my next big job interview!”
To learn more about the Sales
Showcase Boot Camp or the
Center for Sales Excellence,
contact Travis Brickey at dbrickey@
georgiasouthern.edu.
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(l-r): Jeff Schiman, Ph.D., Chris Brunt, Ph.D., Philip Solomons Jr.,
and Allen Amason, Ph.D.

The Solomons Chair and Research Fellowship in Economics
by Carol Lott Waller
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In May 1997, Philip Solomons,
Sr. (1938) and his wife, Shirley,
established the Shirley & Philip
Solomons Endowment to assist in
attracting and retaining eminent
scholars for the faculty in the
Department of Economics. Although
Solomons only attended what was
then Armstrong College for one year,
he was always deeply appreciative
of the foundation that year provided
him, which led to his and his wife’s
gift. The endowment supports the
Solomons Chair in Economics and
The Solomons Research Fellowship
in Economics. For the chair, the
fund provides support to an
outstanding faculty member whose
work demonstrates excellence in
scholarship and instruction and
whose contributions to the field of
economics have made him/her/them
a thought leader and exemplar in
the field. The fellowship supports an
outstanding faculty member whose
work demonstrates accomplishment
and excellence in scholarship and/or
impactful community engagement.
In addition, the awarded fellow is
expected to continue the high-quality
work that led to the appointment in
order to increase the overall quality,
impact, and recognition of the Parker
College and its economics program.
A new call for fellows occurs
biannually, and the current fellow is
encouraged to reapply.

In August 2021, Professor of
Economics Christopher Brunt, Ph.D.,
became the Solomons Chair in
Economics. His research interests
are in health economics and the
industrial organization of healthcare.
His research has been published in
Health Economics, The International
Journal of Health Economics and
Management, and Health Services
Research. His research has been
presented at the American Society
of Health Economists, the
International Industrial Organization
Conference, the Southern Economic
Association Annual Meetings, and the
Academy Health-Heath Economics
Interest Group.
The current holders of the Solomons
Research Fellowship in Economics
are Jeff Schiman, Ph.D., and Omid
Ardakani, Ph.D., both associate
professors of economics. Schiman
is also a research affiliate at the
University of Chicago Consortium
on School Research. His research
is in the areas of the economics of
education, labor economics, and
public economics. He has published
on topics such as principal and
teacher quality, the educator labor
market, and the return to classroom
instruction time. Ardakani is the
co-editor of Open Economics. His
professional activities include serving
as an editorial board member of

International Finance and
Banking, TPC member of the
International Conference on Modern
Management based on Big Data,
and the International Conference
on Information Technology: Data
Mining Track. He is also the founding
director of Georgia Southern’s
Statistics and Econometrics Research
Group. His research interests
are econometrics, computational
statistics, and monetary and
financial economics.
In November, Philip Solomons Jr.,
an accomplished businessman and
leader in the Savannah business
community, hosted a luncheon
that included two of the faculty
members supported by his family’s
gift and Dean Amason. Solomons,
Brunt, and Schiman engaged in a
lively and fascinating discussion
on education policy and the many
tradeoffs surrounding school funding,
incentive pay, competitive markets,
and the unintended consequences
of regulations. According to
Dean Amason, “it was a riveting
conversation that demonstrated how
meaningful and enjoyable it can be
when good theory and practice
come together.”

Parker’s Student
INFORMS Chapter
Starts Strong
by Carol Lott Waller

In spring 2021, Parker College of
Business was awarded a new student
organization by INFORMS, the
leading international association
for professionals in analytics,
information systems, and operations
research. Georgia Southern is one
of 46 universities to be awarded
an INFORMS student chapter.
“Receiving a charter is a prestigious
event and affords our students many
opportunities,” said Janet Moss,
faculty advisor.
The Parker College’s INFORMS
chapter hit the ground running. The
chapter’s membership has grown
rapidly since formation reflecting
students’ interest in analytics,
enterprise systems, and related areas
of study.
During fall semester, the chapter
sponsored a professional speaker
series for the Parker College. Jeffrey
Camm, Ph.D., associate dean of
business analytics and the Inmar
Presidential Chair of Analytics at
Wake Forest University, spoke to
more than 300 business students.
Camm began his presentation by
explaining what business analytics is
and went on to discuss what makes
business analytics unique from other
related areas; to discuss trends and

developments; and to give his views
on the analytics job market while
providing insights about potential
career paths.
At a recent chapter meeting,
Stephanie Sipe, J.D., professor of
legal studies in the Parker College
School of Accountancy, was invited to
speak. Sipe’s presentation, “Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion in Business,”
was, according to INFORMS member
Frank Velazquez-Garcia, “insightful
and impressive and demonstrate[d]
her deep passion for the subject
matter.” At another meeting,
Kwabena Boakye, Ph.D., associate
professor of business analytics in
the Parker College Department of
Enterprise Systems and Analytics,
gave career tips and advice to
chapter members.
The chapter’s first technology
workshop, presented by Jun Liu,
Ph.D., associate professor of business
analytics in the Department of
Enterprise Systems and Analytics,
helped INFORMS members learn
more about the programming
language R, a software program
commonly used by companies such as
Ford, Amazon, and Google. Students
were able to interactively perform
many of the procedures Liu was

presenting. Technology workshops
are a top priority for the INFORMS
chapter to help students become
successful in their careers after
graduation. Firms presenting
opportunities for internships and coops to INFORMS members are also
key to student success.
The chapter held a canned food drive
during the month of November to
benefit the Statesboro Food Bank.
At the conclusion of the drive, the
chapter was able to collect more than
100 cans of fruits, vegetables, and
soups to help provide emergency
food to local residents. The chapter
attributes the success of the food
drive to the overwhelming support
showed by students, faculty, and
staff. The chapter plans to repeat this
community service event next fall.
Going forward, the Parker College
INFORMS chapter plans to continue
welcoming guest speakers, hosting
and attending technology workshops,
participating in social and community
service activities, and building
corporate relationships.
For more information about the
INFORMS chapter, contact Janet
Moss, faculty advisor at jmoss@
georgiasouthern.edu.
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Teaching Teachers:
Economic Education
Through CGCEE
by Carol Lott Waller

The Coastal Georgia Center for
Economic Education (CGCEE),
housed in the Department of
Economics, is one of the 12 regional
centers for the Georgia Council on
Economic Education (GCEE). The
GCEE is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to helping K–12 teachers
teach economics and personal
finance by connecting economics
professors with local teachers,
creating and distributing classroom
materials, and conducting special
topics workshops for local teachers.
These activities and materials are
free to teachers.
The CGCEE, under the direction
of Jason Beck, Ph.D., associate
professor of economics, holds 8–10
daylong workshops for teachers oncampus and makes 10–12 classroom
visits to work with students each
year. Although some of the Center’s
activities are partnered with the
GCEE, others are independent of the
parent organization.
In the teacher-centered workshops,
Beck helps teachers to develop
lessons on economics and personal
finance while promoting their
understanding of the material the
teachers are expected to present to
their students. Beck also serves as a
point of contact for questions that
come up as teachers prepare and
teach their lessons.
The pandemic has made in-person
activities more difficult if not totally
impossible in some cases. As a
result, the CGCEE has concentrated
on short, virtual workshops and
classroom visits, which has lowered
activity levels; however, Beck hopes
to see things start to pick up as the
current semester continues.
To learn more about the CGCEE,
contact Jason Beck at jbeck@
georgiasouthern.edu. For more
information about the GCEE, please
visit www.gcee.org.
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“This is an enormous milestone for the group, which goes to
show the level of effort and dedication from these students. I
am honored as an alumnus to have been part of the process.”
		
		

—Nathan D. Ashcroft (ACCT, 2017; MAcc, 2018), CPA, CMA,
senior auditor, Hancock Askew & Co., LLP.

SIA Invests via Praevolo Fund

by Axel Grossmann, Ph.D.

In fall 2021, the University entrusted
members of the Student Investment
Association (SIA) to invest real
money via the Praevolo Investment
Fund, which means the group
now has actual assets under their
management. Since its inception in
2014, SIA members have managed a
simulated portfolio, which returned
a 13.13% annualized return. The
Praevolo Fund, which follows a long
value investment strategy, was made
possible due to the generosity of
several donors and has a significant
amount of assets under management.
This first time use of the Praevolo
Fund signifies a historical milestone
for SIA members, who have worked
toward this goal throughout the last
few years. The student-managed
investment fund will allow members
to obtain real-world investment and
portfolio management experience
while in college while preparing them
for successful careers in the field of
asset management.

After hearing the news, SIA alumna
Najae Moore (FIN & ECON, 2021)
said, “the fact that SIA has real
money now is another testament to
the resilience and drive of everyone
involved, students and teachers alike.
Every member has kept the goal of
one day having real money alive for
every succeeding class, and, as an
alumna, I couldn’t be happier or more
proud of the current SIA members.”
Lincoln Owens, SIA president, added,
“The opportunity to invest with real
money embodies the dedication and
seriousness of the analysts while
substantiating our work to potential
employers.”
SIA’s advisor, Axel Grossmann, Ph.D.,
Freeman Chair of Free Enterprise
and professor of finance, stated,
“Words cannot describe how excited
I am for the students or thankful I
am to the donors and everyone for
believing in our students. Having the
Praevolo Fund and real assets under

management will make a real
difference for these students as it will
give an edge in preparing for their
professional careers.”
In mid-November, SIA members
presented a $2,500 check to Craig
Brown, CFO of the Georgia Southern
University Foundation for the
Praevolo Fund. The students raised
the money over several semesters to
demonstrate to the foundation and
potential donors that they have “skin”
in the game. SIA and Parker College
would like to thank the donors who
have contributed to the Praevolo
Fund as well as all those who have
provided help and support for SIA’s
endeavors. As Benjamin Franklin said,
“an investment in education always
pays the highest returns.”
For more information about the
Praevolo Fund or SIA, please contact
Axel Grossmann at agrossmann@
georgiasouthern.edu.
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PARKER COLLEGE
WELCOMES NEWEST
CARTER CHAIR
by Carol Lott Waller

Les Smith

The Parker College of Business is thrilled to announce that,
after a 38-year Army career culminating in the completion
of his tenure as the Army’s 66th Inspector General, Lt. Gen.
Leslie C. Smith (Ret.) (ACCT, 1985) is now the W.E. Carter
Chair of Leadership and Business Administration. Established
in 1999 by Charlie and Mildred Jenkins, co-founders of Publix
Super Markets, Inc., the Carter Chair honors the late
W.E. Carter Sr. and the late W.E. Carter Jr. This endowed
position supports a faculty member of extraordinary
accomplishment and ability with a strong commitment to
teaching, lifelong learning, and regional and economic
development who will positively impact the region served by
Georgia Southern and the Parker College.
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Les’s deployment to Iraq in 2010

In 1986, Les was promoted
to first lieutenant.

Elijah Pilcher (left), 8, is presented with
a gold pin from Brig. Gen. Leslie Smith
during a ceremony honoring Pilcher’s
father, Staff Sgt. Michael Garcia
who was killed in Afghanistan.
Photo by Greg Pearson The Times
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In February 2018, Les became the 66th Inspector General.

“Gen. Smith has served this University
with great distinction as one of the most
involved and influential graduates of Georgia
Southern. This position is a natural next step
for a leader of his caliber, and I look forward
to working with him more frequently as we
continue our mission of preparing the next
generation to think, lead, teach, and serve.”
— Kyle Marrero, President Georgia Southern

The first Carter Chair, William
W. “Bill” McCartney, Ph.D., was
appointed in 2000. During his
tenure, McCartney was instrumental
in creating the College of Business
Student Leadership Council, served
as a board member and mentor for
“Leadership Southeast Georgia,”
published a monthly “Lessons in
Leadership” column for the Savannah
Business Report and Journal,
delivered more than 100 leadership
and management training programs
throughout the region, and taught
courses on leadership. In addition,
McCartney served as a consultant
to Westinghouse Electric, Sears, the
Institute for Financial Education,
and the Florida Bankers Association.
Upon McCartney’s retirement in 2013,

Constance Campbell, Ph.D., became
the second Carter Chair. As chair, she
selected the Carter Undergraduate
Scholarship recipients, including 2021
magna cum laude graduate Jasmine
Guerra; hired and mentored graduate
assistants, one of whom now holds
a Ph.D. in management and is on
the faculty at Clemson University;
included an undergraduate student in
her research team on women leaders,
which contributed to that student’s
inclusion into a master’s program at
Ohio State University; co-chaired a
university committee to develop an
interdisciplinary minor in leadership;
in conjunction with other Parker
faculty, delivered leadership training
to frontline supervisors; spoke at
Rotary Clubs; taught

MBA leadership courses; cosponsored the Symposium on
Women and Leadership Theory;
worked with a team of researchers
from the symposium to develop
a theory on women’s leadership
identities; made eight presentations
about their theory, including
an invited presentation at the
International Perspectives on
LeadershipSymposium; worked
with a team of Georgia Southern
researchers to study women leaders
in STEM, which led to an invitation
to present at the International
Symposium on Attribution Theory;
and co-authored two articles and
two book chapters related to their
research.
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Following her father’s path, Tori Smith (BIOL,
2018) joined the Army, In 2021, she graduated
from the Army’s medical basic officer
leadership course at Howard Medical School.

In 2020, Les swore in
second lieutenant Tori Smith.

Just 90 days before the September 11th terrorist attack,
Les took battalion command at Fort Polk, LA.

Gen. Smith’s family and friends at his August 2021 retirement ceremony
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Campbell’s retirement in 2018
catalyzed a search that ended in the
appointment of Lt. Gen Smith, the first
Parker alumnus to hold the position.
Previously, Smith served as Deputy,
The Inspector General of the Army.
In his distinguished career, Smith
served in various command and staff
positions including joint staff nonproliferation planner and commander
of the 83rd Chemical Battalion and the
3rd Chemical Brigade. He deployed to
the Middle East for Operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm and to Iraq
during Operation Iraqi Freedom. As
a general officer, Smith served as the
Chief of the Chemical Branch and
the Commandant of the Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear
School. He subsequently served as
the Commanding General of the
20th Support Command–Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and
Explosives and, later, as Commanding
General of the Maneuver Support
Center of Excellence and Fort Leonard
Wood, MO. Additionally, he was the
first Chemical Corps officer to serve
as The Inspector General of the Army.
Along with his BBA in accounting,
Smith holds an MS in administration
from Central Michigan University and
an MA in national security strategy
from the National Defense University.
As chair, Les plans to focus on
leadership development and education
for students in the Parker College of
Business and at Georgia Southern
and leadership development for civic
leaders across the region. When
asked why he wanted to work at
Georgia Southern, he replied “Georgia
Southern has blessed me and my
family for generations to come. I
received my education here, met
Vanedra [his wife] at Southern, and our
youngest daughter attended Georgia
Southern. I thought it only appropriate
that I use those 38 years to help our
institution.
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MBA Students
Volunteer at
Concours
d’Elegance

by Benjamin Tankersley

This past November, the
Georgia Southern MBA program
accomplished one of the goals it set
at the onset of its re-envisioning—a
multi-cohort group community
service project. Eleven students
between both cohorts traveled
to South Carolina to volunteer at
the Hilton Head Island Councours
d’Elegance and Motoring Festival.
“By participating in this event,
our students realized a wonderful
opportunity to work together with
their peers to implement their
planning, communication, and
leadership skills,” said Maliece
Whatley, MBA program strategist.
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The event began in 2002 as
Cars at the Creek, a fundraiser
created by board members of the
Hilton Head Symphony Orchestra.
“It was about car enthusiasts who
also happened to be symphony
enthusiasts,” Bob Lee, event
treasurer and liaison between
the event and Georgia Southern,
explained. ”Attendance has grown
a great deal since the event started
and currently approaches 20,000
spectators. In addition to the
motoring festival at Port Royal Golf
Course, the Concours also includes
the Savannah Speed Classic in
Savannah, which typically draws
between 4,000 and 5,000

spectators. The Hilton Head Island
Concours is the third largest in the
country, behind Pebble Beach and
Amelia Island. This event is also
drastically important to Hilton Head
according to Lee. “After the UGA
golf tournament on Hilton Head,
we are the second largest tourist or
destination event on Hilton Head. If
you look in arts and culture, it’s about
a $40 million a year impact from 75
arts and culture organizations, and
we’re the second largest in that
group as well.”
In addition to working as the
treasurer for the event, Lee is
also a former adjunct professor at
Armstrong Atlantic State University
and Georgia Southern. For as long
as he has worked for the event, Lee
has tried to get his students involved.
That involvement started with
helping with a display in downtown
Savannah leading up to the event.
Soon after, that involvement grew
into volunteering at the Savannah
Speed Classic on Hutchison Island
and the Concours itself in Hilton
Head. “As part of their participation,
I would help raise some money for
the Economics Department as a gift
back,” Lee commented. “That’s how
we try to run the event. We try to
give money back to the sponsoring
organizations—mostly nonprofits—

that provide us with some of their
volunteers because it’s a volunteerintensive event.”
The Georgia Southern MBA students
became the next crop of student
volunteers recruited by Lee. The
MBA program’s coordinators
chose to contact Lee to see if
the Concours would be willing to
work with them to provide a group
volunteer opportunity because he
is a member of the MBA program’s
advisory board. “It was a natural
fit,” Lee enthused. “I like getting
younger people involved. Most of our
volunteers tend to be retired. It’s a
great way—in terms of inclusion—to
get some of the younger bodies
involved with some of the older
bodies working together.”
In total, 11 students represented
the MBA program at the event.
Although a study determined the
driest month, this year, the weather
at the Concours was cold and rainy.
“Despite the bad weather, every
Georgia Southern student showed
up,” Lee said. “Not only did they
show up, but they also did their jobs
incredibly. They also had a great
attitude. Over 50 percent of the
people … [who] come to this event
are what we call visitors or tourists;
they come from off island.

That gate is the first face, the first
voice spectators see when they come
into the event. It’s so important that
we put on the best part of that show
right there, and the students did
really well with that.”
Leslie Sandoval, a former student of
Lee’s, first learned of the Concours in
his class. “It started as a tradition for
me, so I just kept going and going.
Then, when I started my MBA, they
asked us to do community service,
and I really wanted to do something
I would enjoy,” she explained. After
conferring with Lee, Leslie ended up
working as an intern for the event
and was responsible for a lot of the
planning, maintaining relationships
with sponsors and vendors, and
designing a website, among other
things. Leslie and Alexis Rooks
helped to organize the volunteer
pool. Other participating MBA
students were Austin Ballew, Matt
Hall, and Connor West from the class
of 2022, and Vanessa Tindal, Damilola
Jacob, Rachel Martin, Mckenzie Joy,
Giulia Nunes, and Coulter Hill from
the class of 2023.
For all parties involved, the event
was a rousing success. “It turns
out that they’ve [the Concours
d’Elegance organizers] never been
more impressed by another school
volunteering. Everyone who went out
to the events seemed to have a really
good time. Even though the weather
was really bad. It was still enjoyable.
And I think it gave those people
who went to the event a different
perspective of what a car show is.”

Moving forward, both the students
and the MBA program would like
to continue to do group community
service projects. “I think our cohort
has really been wanting to have some
group activities,” Alexis commented.
“We want to get to know each other
better and spend time together
because we enjoy each other’s
company, but you can’t really do
that in a classroom.” This is part of
the rationale for having a group
community service activity available
in the program. “Through community
service, our students actively
strengthen the growing bonds they
form with their classmates and grasp
new opportunities to expand their
network with community leaders,”
Whatley added.

MBA

“I feel like there’s not enough
emphasis on the responsibility that
comes when you get knowledge,
when you get leadership positions,”
MBA student Rachel Martin
commented. “When you have an
MBA, you are coming out and saying
that I know leadership; I am a leader.
But being able to understand your
role in the community, it’s so valuable.
It puts purpose behind all the
content; because, if we aren’t setting
the example, what are we doing with
this degree?”
For more information about the MBA
program or to suggest a community
service project, please contact the
Georgia Southern Parker Office
of Graduate Programs at mba@
georgiasouthern.edu or 912-478-5767.

READY
TO SUCCEED
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/mba
(l-r): Matt Hall, Alexis Rooks, Mckenzie Joy, Vanessa Tindal,
Damilola Jacob, Giulia Nunes, Rachel Martin, and Coulter Hill
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My Experiences in

UKRAINE

by Tetyana Zelenska (ECON, 2002)

Life is unpredictable. Sure, you’ll say,
of course it is, but what exactly does
this mean, and what effect does this
fact have on our daily life? Well, my
whole world turned upside down
on February 24, 2022, when Russia
declared a war on my home country,
Ukraine.
Just a few weeks before that I
was living in Seattle, WA, and
working remotely, like so many of us
nowadays. I lived in a nice apartment
with my boyfriend and our dog, an
Australian shepherd. We took him to
a nearby dog park and visited a local
bakery—perhaps more frequently
than we would like to admit. It
was a normal life of 30-something
professionals.
My parents and grandparents still live
in Ukraine. Tragically, my mother has
been struggling with cancer for the
past year, and I have been spending
more time back home, helping my
dad to care for her. In late January, I
purchased a plane ticket and arrived
in my hometown of Zaporizhzhya
on February 5. I rented a small
apartment close to my parent’s place
(a very small apartment) since privacy
when visiting family for an extended
period of time is nice. I worked
during the day and helped my dad
care for my mom in the mornings and
evenings. I started to have a little
routine of my own. I even found a
good coffee place nearby.
Then, I woke up on February 24 and—
of course—the first thing I did was to
look at my smartphone. I had nearly
30 messages from different friends
from both the U.S. and Ukraine.
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I saw messages about several cities
being bombed in the early hours of
the morning. I called my father, and
he told me to just come over. I did. It
was while I was in my parents’ kitchen
while making breakfast—on autopilot
just because breakfast must be had—
that we turned on the TV news. We
saw images of destroyed houses,
rubble, and commentators with less
make-up than usual trying to make
sense of what was happening. These
images were to become the new
norm for us. And to hear about the
atrocities of the Russian army would
also soon become a norm.
I actually don’t quite remember the
first time I heard an air raid alert. It’s
a very unnerving siren sound and
means we need to go to a bomb
shelter and wait there ’til it’s safe
again. My parents live in a typical fivestory apartment building built in the
1950s when the Cold War was part of
life. And, as part of the architectural
planning, it actually has a bomb
shelter in the basement! Other
buildings nearby only have normal
basements (which means they don’t
have proper ventilation and have only
one door, while a bomb shelter has
at least two doors to allow escape
in case one entry/exit is blocked
under the rubble). Many from nearby
apartments came over to our shelter
when the air raid sirens went off.
Getting back to that first air raid
siren, my mom cannot walk any
longer, and we couldn’t get her down
to the bomb shelter, so we all just
stayed in their apartment, hoping we
would be okay. I could only wonder
how many more people were in that

same position and couldn’t get to
safety? How many of them died?
After a while, I noticed that those air
raid alerts were still unnerving, but I
was in a “safety denial” state. That’s
what happens when, after a time of
being exposed to danger, people
feel like it’s less dangerous, become
indifferent to the risk, or can no
longer appropriately evaluate it.
Although my hometown was never
under a direct shelling attack, several
strategically important sites close
to the city itself were bombed. One
night, the airport was bombed. We
felt the shockwave, and the glass in
the windows shattered. We knew the
Russian troops were getting closer
and closer, occupying small towns
and villages in the Zaporizhzhya
region. Another night, I woke up
around 3 a.m. and read the news that
the Russians had started shooting
at the nuclear power plant located
some 50 km from my city. I ran to
my dad in tears and shaking. He had
to give me some strong medicine to
calm me down since, thanks to what
had happened in Chernobyl in 1986,
I grew up knowing all too well what a
nuclear disaster is.
Knowing the Russians were targeting
that power plant was very scary.
Truly, I had never been so very
frightened in my life. It’s hard to
describe my state, physically and
mentally, over the following weeks.
On one hand, time seemed to
stand still and, on the other hand, it
dragged on forever. It was hard to do
anything except to follow the news.
In a way, caring for my mom was an
escape for my dad, my grandma, and
me even though it was more difficult
because the hospice nurses had
evacuated, and medicines were in
short supply.
I began visiting volunteer centers
where people donated supplies,

Crafting camouflage nets
out of t-shirts for soldiers

Tetyana Zelenska with
her family in Ukraine.
food, and medicine for internally
displaced people and the soldiers to
leave donations of things we could
spare. It felt good to do something
to help. I also joined a local group of
volunteers to make camouflage nets
for the soldiers. We gathered at a
school building and used t-shirts to
hand make these nets that looked
like interesting works of art. But, after
a while, even these acts of service
lost their healing power and I started
to fear for my own life and couldn’t
concentrate on anything else,
especially after all my friends except
for one left to go to either western
Ukraine or abroad.
In mid-March, I made the difficult
decision to evacuate. It was definitely
due to fear and an instinct to survive.
My parents, of course, couldn’t come
with me because of my mom’s health;
she was so weak that a car trip to the
nearest western border could have
killed her. Such a trip would have taken
several days and would have been

dangerous for all of us. My attempt
to find an ambulance for her failed
because they were in short supply and
strictly used for the wounded.

shelters and having had to leave
everything behind. I heard of losing
loved ones. I listened to stories of
hardship such as having to melt snow
for drinking water while the artillery
When I finally boarded an evacuation
was taking a break, having to flee
train, I couldn’t hold my tears. I felt like without any money, plans, or a place
I was in a movie—a horror movie at that. to return to because a house was
I didn’t know if I would ever see my
burnt to the ground.
family again. And I still don’t know if I
will. I knew that my mom would want
All these experiences may seem
me to be safe. I held onto that thought so remote to someone in the U.S. I
for the 26-hour train ride. More and
understand that it is difficult to feel
more people were boarded at each
empathy without talking to someone
station. Most of them were women
directly or being able to look directly
with children. Some families didn’t even into their eyes and faces, but, for me,
have any luggage; they hadn’t had time it is really a raw open wound that is
to pack. One family next to us was a
not healing. Although, currently, I
young couple with two children, They
am safe in Krakow, Poland, survivor’s
were from a small village and talked
guilt is definitely with me. Every
about how they had had to leave their moment of every day, I think about
parents and their cows.
my family and my country. Yes, life is
unpredictable, but, more and more,
Over the week, I heard so many
I think that all we really have is the
heartbreaking stories about lives
present—this very moment—and what
just crashing. I learned about people we do in and with this moment is
spending days and days in bomb
what really matters.
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Don Howard at the Inaugural
Parker College Gala

WHY I

GIVE
Don Howard (Busa, ’73)

I am a native of Bulloch County and
graduated from Southeast Bulloch
High School in Brooklet. After high
school, I attended South Georgia
College in Douglas for two years and
played on the baseball team. Then,
I entered the Army and served 26
months in Vietnam.
After my service, I enrolled at Georgia
Southern and became the first person
from my family to earn a college
degree when I graduated in
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August 1973. I started my banking
career the week after graduation at
Citizens & Merchants (C&M) Bank in
Montezuma, where I met Teri Hicks,
who was working at C&M Bank for the
summer. We were married in January
1974 and just celebrated our 48th
wedding anniversary. We have three
sons and seven grandchildren.
I’ve spent 45 years in banking, the last
20 with Synovus, where I served as
president and CEO of its Atlanta bank
and, then, in Columbus for my final
three years and serving as COO of
Community Banking for the five-state
footprint.
I love meeting other Eagles and
almost all share their fond memories

of Statesboro. Some tell me they had
only planned to attend for one or two
years but fell in love with Georgia
Southern and stayed and graduated.
In the late 1970’s, I remember getting
a phone call from a Georgia Southern
student asking me to make a $100 gift
to Georgia Southern.
I started giving at that time and have
continued giving through the years.
Georgia Southern prepared me for a
successful banking career, and I have
always felt an obligation to give back
so that others could have some of the
same opportunities that a degree from
Georgia Southern provided me. But,
when it comes down to it, I give not
only because I can and want to give
back but also because I was asked.

Dan and Linda Mullen on the
Business Abroad Ireland trip

WHY I

GIVE
Linda Mullen, Ph.D.

Why do I give to my University?
Because I can and should. Here is
why:
I give because of all the benefits
I have received from this school.
I have the best job in the world. I
get to stand in front of my students
and, then, see them take off to new
careers.
I feel the work we do here matters;
therefore, the efforts of many
require resources greater than
those provided through state
appropriations. What we all give
helps to power the visions of the
University.

I give because I feel it is important
to support my students financially.
So many students do not have the
resources for materials needed
for their classes. Donating to the
colleges on campus also helps
support other extra events students
participate in.
As co-director of the Center for Sales
Excellence, I coach and chaperone
students traveling to competitions
and career fairs throughout the
country. Most of these students
would not have these opportunities
to participate without helpful
donations from others. Donating
to the College supports these
activities—almost all of them “extra”
events.
I give because I ask others to give.
How could I not support by giving
to an organization that I ask others
to support? As co-director of the
Center for Sales Excellence, I work

with corporate partners from all over
the country who regularly donate to
our Center. The corporate partners
have hired hundreds of our students
over the years through the activities
of our Center. These partnerships
have been responsible for the great
success of our sales program and
benefitted the lives of our students.
Our alumni from these partnerships
have now been constant visitors
to our classes. They donate both
financially and by sharing their
college and career experiences with
our students.
Our family has always believed that
the more you give, the more you will
receive. And my years at Georgia
Southern University have proven
this old adage to be true. In short, I
give because, over the years, I have
had the privilege of working with
some of the greatest faculty, staff,
and students and they have forever
enriched my life.
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS
With the advent of spring, we are busy in our mission to keep
advancing the College. Watching the campus come to life
with greenery is invigorating and provides a sense of renewed
possibility for continued growth and improvement. It’s also a
reminder that the observable significance of plant life is made
viable by often unseen, yet responsive, symbiotic network
systems. And the Parker College is no different. In all our
endeavors, we ask ourselves how we can provide the best value
for our own network of partners. Did we tend to the relationships
that allow us to thrive? Have we nurtured new growth? Were the
resources accessible to us efficiently utilized?
The new year brought exciting prospects for nourishing and
expanding our network. By all accounts, the inaugural Parker
College Gala held on March 5 was a resounding success! It
was pure joy to reconnect with familiar faces and welcome new
friends while honoring exceptional individuals and organizations
for their giving commitments. Additionally, we continued to
expand our recruitment footprint by partnering closely with
Manhattan Associates, Matthews Real Estate, and PepsiCo to
bring career and professional development opportunities directly
to our students and open new recruitment pipelines. And we’re
also happy to announce the creation of the William and Kimberly
McLeod Endowment for Global Education. This generous gift
will provide financial support to our Business Abroad programs,
further reducing barriers that prevent students from accessing
these life-changing trips.
Finally, we are thrilled to unveil a brand-new corporate
engagement program for the Parker College. By combining
our experience, skills, and knowledge, we’ve created a turnkey package delineating the services that we, as a college, can
provide our partners who go above and beyond to support
educating future business professionals. Our goal is for the
building to be busy every single week with the presence of
an associate, recruiter, or corporate guest. Implementation
of this program provides an improved path for widening and
deepening our network. This program also offers all participants
the resources and good stewardship of investments that lead
to responsive resiliency, a key factor for continued growth.
Please be on the lookout for this program information, and do
not hesitate to reach out to either of us to discuss how your
organization can participate.
Robert Grant
Director, Development & Alumni Relations
rmgrant@georgiasouthern.edu
Danielle L. Smith
Director, Experiential Learning & Corporate Relations
daniellesmith@georgiasouthern.edu

For more information about
upcoming alumni events, visit
bit.ly/gsalumnievents.

Help us locate other alumni!
There’s one!

HELP US

BRANCH OUT
If you know other Parker College of Business alumni, we’d like to hear from them!
Direct them to fill out our alumni information form at bit.ly/GSAlumniForm.
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